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Government and Politics 6GP01 

6GP01
General Comments
Summer 2009 saw the second sitting of the new specifi cation following on from the January introduction of 
Unit 1.  The mean score for all questions was 19 with a standard deviation of 7.04.
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Question 1

This was the most popular question. The mean score was 17 with a standard deviation of 6.5. Part (a) was 
often not handled well.

(a) Power and its distribution is a signifi cant topic and mentioned in the key concepts section on pressure 
groups in the specifi cation. Hence this question should not be surprising nor be diffi cult to handle. Many 
loosely associated it with the concepts of toleration and multiculturalism and indeed there is some 
connection, but it is not the complete picture. A good number confused the concept with the plurality 
voting system and gained no marks.

Examiner Comments

This candidate begins with a discussion more on toleration and latterly hints at 
multiculturalism. It fails to focus fully on pluralism and in the process gains 2 marks. 
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(b)  It was clear that many candidates would have preferred to describe the differences not the similarities 
that the question called for. Hence the differences were sometime alluded to for no particular profi t. Here 
many candidates failed to provide clear examples as to why there may be confusion between separating 
pressure groups from political parties. Statements were made concerning the two but the connection was 
not always made clear and detailed.
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Examiner Comments

This response gains 4 marks (AO1 =3 AO2 =1). The points raised lack 
depth and scope.
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Examiner Comments

By contrast to the previous example, the following extract obtains a total of 8 marks (AO1 =6 
AO2 =2). Here the candidate has referenced political parties and pressure groups, and the level 
of explanation and detail is much better.
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(c) There was often a lack of balance in the response. This arose as many candidates simply asserted 
that pressure groups had become more important.  Assertions were often made without any supporting 
analysis (AO2). A common comment was that the RSPB now has more members than the combined main 
political parties. Whilst this is true, what does this mean in terms of importance? The better responses 
were furnished with contemporary evidence on both sides of the debate, and this allowed access to all 
assessment objectives.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good example of a one sided response and no attempt is made to focus 
precisely on the question. It is brief and although pertinent examples are used, 
the level of analysis is restricted. It obtained a total of 10 marks (AO1=4 AO2 =3 
AO3=3). 
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Examiner Comments

By contrast to the previous example, this response does address both sides in the debate, and the difference across 
all assessment objectives is plain to see. This response earned a total of 18 marks (AO1=6 AO2=6 AO3=6).   
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Question 2

This question had the second highest mean score of 20 with a standard deviation of 6.8. Part (b) allowed a 
wide ambit for responses and the main discriminator here was accurate and informed material in part (c).

(a) Many candidates wrote more about the liberal element than the democratic element. It was encouraging 
to see how wide the background for the liberal component was. Candidates failed to score maximum marks 
as they at times ignored the democratic credentials of this type of democracy.

Examiner Comments

This response is concise and deals with democracy, however it fails to develop 
in full the liberal element of the concept. It scores 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

By contrast to the previous example, the next extract is a much fuller response. Here the 
candidate deals with both the liberal and democratic elements of this form of democracy 
and gains full marks (5) in the process.
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(b)  It was rare that candidates could not provide a good range of features of the UK’s democratic system. 
Discrimination arose from the details and scope of the points which were illustrated. Candidates scored well 
on this question.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of the many excellent responses which candidates provide 
on this section, it gained full marks 10 (AO1 =7 AO2=3).
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Examiner Comments

By contrast to the previous example, the following candidate gained 6 marks 
(AO1=4 AO2=2).
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Examiner Comments

Most candidates scored well on this question, but this is an example of a weaker script 
which only collected 3 marks (AO1=2 AO2=1) from this the evidence becomes clear in 
levels how candidate performance is structured.
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(c)  Many candidates found no diffi culty understanding the demands of this question and provided a 
reasoned balance. Problems arose where there was a lack of understanding and explanation of the alleged 
defi cit or its counter claim. Performance could be improved if a conclusion was arrived at and reasoned 
through; evidence that AO3 objectives are required and can be an avenue to improve the overall score. It 
was good to see that the recent ‘expenses scandal’ was well used to include in this part of the question.

Examiner Comments

This is a mid range response, scoring just over half marks 13 (AO1=5 AO2=4 
AO3=4). It does address both sides in the debate yet there still remain areas 
which can be developed and enhanced to reach the higher levels and thus gain  
more marks.
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Examiner Comments

This extract shows some improvement on the previous response. There are a number 
of points raised (nine in total) and both sides in the debate are touched upon.
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Examiner Comments

This is a weaker response. It scores lower marks on all assessment objectives when 
compared to the previous two examples gaining 10 marks (AO1= 4 AO2=3 AO3=3).
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Question 3

The question provided the highest mean score of 21 with a standard deviation of 6.5. 

(a)  Here there was evidence of confusion between the mandate and a manifesto. However the concept of 
the mandate has been taught well in many centres and its remit was well evidenced and documented.

Examiner Comments

Here the candidate in this fi rst response obtains two marks. The material is brief 
and not especially well developed.

Examiner Comments

This next candidate only achieves one mark as there is some confusion with the 
mandate and the manifesto.
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Examiner Comments

Full marks are given to the next candidate. This extract illustrates that even 
though the response is brief it is concise and raises fi ve points.
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(b)  Depth and detail were the main distinguishing hallmarks of responses here. Occasionally a minority of 
candidates did confuse the workings of some electoral systems; most commonly the ‘engineering’ of STV. 
At times candidates provide accurate functions with incorrect labels. However once again there was much 
evidence that the various systems in use in the UK are being well taught by centres and understood by 
candidates.

Examiner Comments

This response earns a total of 8 marks (AO1=6 AO2=2). Three systems are clearly 
discussed but there remains some scope to develop further to reach maximum marks.
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Examiner Comments

Full marks are achieved by this candidate. The response is an example of the 
best that can be achieved in the time allowed.
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(c)  Weaker candidates did not address the question and instead wrote all they knew about about FPTP and 
therein lost out on AO3 marks as a result. Hence to score highly on the (c) part required skill in addressing 
the question and providing insightful analysis (AO2) as to the proposed advantages of the system. However, 
given that this question had the highest mean score, it indicates that candidates were at ease with the 
demands of the question and could develop their understanding of FPTP to a signifi cant degree.

Examiner Comments

This response reaches a total of 15 marks. It is worth noting that there is a 
difference in the AO criteria. (AO1= 6 AO2 = 5 AO3= 4). It enters level 3 for 
AO1 but then there is some drift from the central remit of the question to 
account for the declining marks. 
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Examiner Comments

This script by contrast is much weaker earning nine marks, three for each 
AO. There is the obvious lack of content and depth which acts as a severe 
constraint.
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Question 4

The mean score for this question was 19 with a standard deviation of 7.0. The new specifi cation detail on 
political parties was designed to make this topic more accessible and stimulating for candidates and early 
signs are encouraging in both numbers and performance.

(a)  This was not perceived by candidates as a diffi cult question. Underperformance arose when there was 
either duplication (the same function in essence described twice) or lack of detail to the chosen functions. 
It has to be noted that if more than two functions were provided then this could not be used as a means to 
increase the marks awarded. Where this did arise (it was indeed a rare occurrence) only the two were taken 
into account, with the best receiving preference for marking purposes.

Examiner Comments

This response is credited with 3 marks. Two points are developed; one of these 
obtains two marks, the other only one. 
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Examiner Comments

This response achieves full marks. The depth and detail of two functions is clear 
and unambiguous. 
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Examiner Comments

This fi nal example receives only 2 marks; neither function is especially well 
developed.
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(b)  Often the main fault line here was contemporary detail on Conservative policies. Weaker candidates 
tended to spend too long describing Thatcherism rather than on describing the policies currently of the 
Party. The recovery of the Party in the polls under David Cameron is a topic which surely must be discussed 
as a moot political point by all candidates.

Examiner Comments

As mentioned in the report many candidates failed to bring their response 
into the contemporary scene. This candidate gains little credit for such a long 
introduction and provides only skeletal evidence of the Conservative Party since 
Thatcher. It is given a total of three marks (AO1 =2 AO2 =1).
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieves half marks 5 (AO1= 4 AO2=1). The response is better 
informed but still missing many key elements. This fi nal candidate gains 7 
marks (AO1= 5 AO2=2) being a more complete response and moving to 
address the current position of the Conservative Party.
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(c)  The two main parties’ political principles and ideas are essential to this area on the specifi cation. Here 
the Labour Party’s attitude and commitment to socialism is at the heart of the response. As with many (c) 
part questions the nature of the answer is one which is contestable.  The more able candidate was able to 
draw on evidence for the adherence to this commitment and equally illustrate how this has been rejected, 
then arrive at a reasoned conclusion. Many candidates noted that the current economic recession had 
moved the Labour Party back to ‘tax and spend’ or more commonly cited ‘Old Labour’ positions with the 
recent ‘Bank bailout’.

Examiner Comments

This fi rst example is a good illustration of a level 2 response gaining 11 marks 
in total (AO1= 4 AO2= 4 AO3 =3) There is the obvious need to develop more 
material and to provide greater analysis and evaluation in order to advance.
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Examiner Comments

This fi nal response clearly shows an improvement. Here the total is 17; reached via (AO1= 
6 AO2 = 6 AO3 = 5) This is not maximum marks for there still remains scope to improve, 
but it should act to illustrate that candidates can achieve high marks and thus high grades 
by developing and structuring their responses.
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6GP02
General Comments
On the whole centres and candidates seem to have adapted well to the changed examination format and 
marking system Certainly the approaches to source based questions was better than it had been typically in 
the past on the old Unit 3. The clear instructions in question (a) and (b) seemed to help and most candidates 
responded accordingly. There was also much evidence that many candidates were conscious of the need, 
in longer answers, to address AO3 and to ensure that they focused on the question. It was also true that 
candidates seemed to handle the longer essay questions quite well and were aware of the importance of 
structure. Clearly a good deal of useful preparation on this had been undertaken by centres.  
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Question 1

(a)  As expected nearly all candidates found the three functions and gained at least three marks. Some did 
not elaborate and so were limited to 3 marks. Most, however, made a good job of expanding on the meaning 
of the functions and so were able to access 4 or 5 marks. This worked quite well as an ‘access’ question. 
Virtually no candidates strayed outside the source.

(b)  Many candidates could, of course, identify why government needs Parliament as the source specifi ed 
the reasons. However, many could not explain legitimacy/consent issues very successfully. Not surprisingly 
students and teachers tend to concentrate on the role of Parliament in terms of checking, scrutiny, 
controlling and calling government to account. However, Parliament, especially the Commons also supports 
government by providing consent and legitimacy. Interestingly a good number said that calling government 
to account and scrutinising legislation were roles which Government itself needed. The best responses 
explained that this is something government needs because it potentially improves the quality of legislation 
and governance generally. A few candidates referred to Parliament’s role as a recruiting and training ground 
for ministers. A few good candidates also discussed the Lords’ key role in improving legislation. For the 
future, it would be useful for candidates to be fully aware that Parliament supports Government as well as 
checking it. 

(c)  There was good coverage of some key issues – excessive party loyalty, power of patronage and the 
whips, size of government majorities etc. However too many did not explain or develop these points well 
enough and so scored on AO1 rather than AO2. Better candidates discussed more sophisticated issues such 
as lack of time and expertise, government control of business, weaknesses of both kinds of committees. 
In general the committee work of Parliament seems to be something of a weakness. A common, positive 
theme was that Parliament could not successfully represent as it was not itself representative, politically 
or socially. Surprisingly little reference was made to the current expenses row – this could have been made 
relevant. It was mainly weaker candidates who, by design or accident,  picked up marks by pointing out 
the limitations of the Lords. Typically such candidates were often weak on the Commons, perhaps because 
the limitations of the Commons are more subtle. Only a few, however, referred to the lack of legitimacy of 
either house. This was an analytical rather than evaluative question, so those who decided to treat it simply 
as an evaluation of Parliament’s roles failed to pick up many AO2 marks.
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Question 2

(a)  As with question 1 most could access three marks, though this was a little more challenging. Fewer, 
however, could successfully elaborate on the reasons for Brown’s proposed surrender of some powers. 
In particular the issue of open government was omitted, a key point as this is now developing into an 
important theme following the expenses row.  

(b)  Candidates tended to struggle with the source material, not realising that patronage, power of 
dissolution or other prerogatives could be used to enhance prime ministerial power. Prerogative powers 
are now at the forefront of debate about change in the political system, with challenges to the powers of 
dissolution, treaty making and warfare. This was very much a question about ‘sources of prime ministerial 
power’ and there were clearly problems. AO1 marks could be accessed by identifying the sources of power, 
and AO2 by explaining why and how they are sources of power. Traditionally candidates are strong on prime 
ministerial powers themselves, but weaker on the sources of that power. Fortunately, when moving away 
from the source into their own knowledge, many candidates fared better and gave good accounts of control 
over the policy agenda and parliamentary leadership in general, with examples often effectively used (Blair, 
Thatcher especially). Many, not unexpectedly, wrote about prime ministerial power in general rather than his 
power over Parliament specifi cally. 

(c)  Many candidates who struggled with (a) and (b) then did well on (c). This question addressed all the 
assessment objectives and required a balanced answer.  Candidates were required to address the issue of 
change or ‘growth’ as the question says, mostly AO1. Most could describe prime ministerial power but too 
few failed to recognise the variability of the phenomenon. AO2 marks were largely accessed by analysing 
the changes in prime ministerial power, for example discussing the media and the prominence of defence 
(war?) and foreign policy in recent years. The weaker responses tended to refer to Blair and Thatcher and 
how powerful they were. Stronger candidates added Major and Brown as valuable counterpoints. Some 
good AO3 scoring on this, with many well prepared candidates using good vocabulary, sound structure and 
fi rm conclusions. In general it can be said that students who are studying aspects of the prime minister and 
cabinet ideally should learn about the experiences of the last four prime ministers rather than just two.
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Question 3

A very typical response was an attempt to adapt an essay about independence and neutrality of the 
judiciary to this particular question. On the whole these attempts were unsuccessful. The (perhaps growing) 
independence of the UK judiciary is indeed a factor in its effectiveness, but is not the central issue. That 
said, there were some extremely laudable examples of essays which were well crafted, thorough and full 
of useful, relevant examples. Candidates who omitted the Human Right Act were almost inevitably unable 
to access many AO1 marks, but those who did and knew its limitations picked up marks on both AO1 and 
AO2 by describing and analysing the relationship between Parliament and the judiciary over legislation 
which may appear incompatible with the European Convention. Appropriate exemplar cases were vital 
if candidates were to access top marks for AO1. Those who also analysed their signifi cance also gained 
AO2 marks. Fortunately some weaker candidates did pick up a little on AO3 by constructing the answer 
coherently. The message is the same as ever – if candidates are to attempt answers on the judiciary, they 
need to be thoroughly prepared. This question yielded many opportunities for good political vocabulary 
and many AO3 marks were accessed by better prepared candidates. Weaker candidates, however, tended to 
generalise and so lose out on AO3.
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Question 4

A much more popular question than 3. Many candidates seemed to have prepared for a question on whether 
the Constitution should be codifi ed or remain uncodifi ed, and then attempted to adapt their answer to the 
question set, with limited success. The issue of a codifi ed constitution was, of course, relevant, but only 
a part of an answer. Fortunately there were also many relevant responses. Two approaches were equally 
profi table in accessing all three assessment objectives. One was to examine each of the reform areas and 
assess the extent to which they have satisfi ed demands for change or have been effective in meeting 
objectives. The other – more diffi cult and sophisticated, with perhaps more opportunities to pick up AO2 
and AO3 marks – was a thematic approach, looking at the degree to which reforms had made the UK 
more democratic, less centralised and more sensitive to human rights. Among those who had prepared for 
questions about constitutional reform, this was the best answered question on the paper. It was also where 
most AO3 marks were typically gained. The range was an issue, affecting AO1 mark awarding. Constitutional 
reform is now a very extensive subject and some candidates missed out simply because they could not 
address a wide enough range of reforms. With the extra time now available for 40 mark questions, and half 
the marks given over to AO1, range of issues has become more valuable and essential. 
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Statistics

Maximum 
Mark

A B C D E

6GP01
Government & Politics 1

80 48 42 36 31 26

6GP02
Government & Politics 2

80 47 41 35 29 23
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